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A perturbation theorem is proved for ordinary differential equations whose right- 
hand side depends on the trace of a dynamical system. This theorem unities some 
classical results concerning equations with periodic and almost periodic right-hand 
sides. It is also applied to systems with pseudo-random perturbations. 0 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of the present paper is to unify and to extend some classical 
results concerning differential equations of the form 
22 = g(u) + 5(t), -co<tt<. (0.1) 
From classical perturbation theory if 5 is periodic or almost periodic, then 
under some additional assumptions concerning g, Eq. (0.1) has a periodic 
or almost periodic solution. Recently [S] an analogous result was proved 
for weakly almost periodic c. These facts suggest hat the interdependence 
between the properties of perturbations and solutions must be quite 
general. 
The main idea of the paper is to introduce the notion of the trace of a 
trajectory. If a dynamical system S,: X+ X on a topological space X is 
given, then every function of the form 
t + cp(S,(~)), -co<<<<, (0.2) 
where cp maps X into R", is called a trace of the trajectory t -+ S,(1). We 
show, under suitable conditions, that if 5 is a trace of a given trajectory, 
then the unique bounded solution of (0.1) has the same property. This 
result generalizes the theorems concerning periodic, almost periodic and 
weakly almost periodic perturbations. It can be also applied to differential 
equations with pseudo-random perturbations. In the last case it establishes 
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an interesting relationship between the classical notions of ergodic theory 
and perturbation theory. 
The idea of discussing differential equations with dynamical pertur- 
bations is also suggested by the following physical argument. Suppose we 
have a small isolated system &. Then it is natural to expect that the 
behaviour of d0 is described by an autonomous differential equation. But if 
the system d0 is imbedded in a larger and stronger external system &,, 
then it is natural to assume that the behaviour of d0 is governed by the 
same differential equation perturbed by a trace of the trajectory of ,d,, 
1. ALGEBRA OF TRACES 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space and let S,: X + X (t E R, 
R = real line) be a given dynamical system. Thus we assume that the family 
{S,} satisfies the group condition S,, ,, = S,o S,, for t, t’ E R and that the 
mapping (x, t) + S,(x) from Xx R into X is continuous. Fix an i E X. Then 
every function v: R -+ R” given by the formula 
v(t) = &S,(i)), tER, (1.1) 
where cp is a continuous mapping from X into R”, is called a trace (or an 
m-dimensional trace) of the trajectory t -+ s,(a). We denote the space of all 
m-dimensional traces by f” = Y-“(a). 
It is obvious that Ym is a subalgebra of the algebra C” of bounded con- 
tinuous functions v: R + R”, if the multiplication in C”’ is given by 
(u(t) w(t)),=vi(t) w;(t), i= l,..., 
Ym2 and t is from P’, 
m. Analogously if a matrix A belongs to 
then A5 belongs to 5”‘. A somewhat more 
interesting property of 9”’ is given by the following 
PROPOSITION 1.1. F^” is a closed subalgebra of C” equipped with the 
supremum norm topology. 
ProoJ: Let v be uniform limit of v,, v,(t) = cp,(S,(i)). Observe that the 
functions (P,, are uniformly continuous on the set 
X0= {s,(i): ZE R}, 
since they are uniformly continuous on X. It is easy to see that the 
sequence {cp,} is uniformly convergent on X0 and consequently the limiting 
function cp = lim (P,, is uniformly continuous on X,,. By the Tietze-Uhryson 
theorem cp can be extended to the whole X. Further since u,(t) = (pJS,(Z)) 
we have also v(t) = cp( S,(1)), which completes the proof. 
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All traces are uniformly continuous. This fact follows easily from 
Proposition 1.2, below. Consider the space Cz of all continuous functions 
v: R -+ R” with the topology of the uniform convergence on compact sets. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let cp: X-+ R” be a given continuous function. Then 
the mapping 6: X -+ CT defined by the formula 
W)(t) = cp(S,(x)L XEX, tER, (1.2) 
is continuous. Moreover, for fixed cp, the functions (@5(x): XE X) are 
equiuniformly continuous on R. 
Proof: Fix E > 0 and a compact set Kc R. The mapping (t, x) + 
&S,(x)) is uniformly continuous on K x X. Thus there exist a 6 > 0 and a 
neighbourhood W of the diagonal {(x, x): x E X} such that 
Icqx,)) - cp(~,,(xd)l < 6 (1.3) 
for (x,,x~)E W and It,-ttZI ~6, t,, t,EK. Setting tl=tZ=t in (1.3) and 
using (1.2) we obtain 
1$(x,)(t) - 4(XZ)(f)l -c&5 (x,,-x~)E W, teK> 
which proves the continuity of @. Analogously setting t, = s, t, = 0 and 
TC, = xI! = S,(x) we obtain from (1.3) 
IW)(t + s) - Q(x)(t)1 < 69 XEX, tER, IsJ <6, 
which shows that the family {ij(x)} is equiuniformly continuous. 
Now we recall two classical notions from perturbation theory. If v E CT 
we denote by v, the shift of v, i.e., v,(s) = v(t + s), t, s E R, and by H,(v) the 
closure of the set {v,: t E R} in CT topology. 
If VECT is uniformly continuous, then the functions {u,} are 
equiuniformly continuous. Applying this to an increasing sequence of com- 
pact sets K,, c R such that U K,, = R we obtain immediately the following 
Remark 1.1. If v E CT is uniformly continuous, then H,(v) is compact 
in Cz. 
2. PERTURBATION THEOREMS 
As in the previous section, let a dynamical system S,: X+ X on a com- 
pact Hausdorff topological space be given. Assume that J? E X is fixed. 
Thus, we may write Y”’ instead of Ym(i). 
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Consider an ordinary differential equation 
24’ = A(t) g(u) + 5(t), tER, (2.1) 
where A E Y^“, 4 E Yd and g: Rd -+ Rd is continuous. Since C” x Cd is 
isomorphic with C” + d, the set H,(A, [) is well defined. We call the pair 
(A, 5) admissible if for every (B, q) E H,(A, 5) equation 
u’ = B(t) g(u) + r(t), t E R, (2.2) 
has exactly one bounded solution. 
THEOREM 2.1. IfAeFTd2, 5~9” and (A, 5) are admissible, then the uni- 
que bounded solution of (2.1) belongs to .Fd. 
Before passing to the proof we state a simple lemma concerning a 
limiting property of a sequence of differential equations 
u’ = B,,(t) g(u) + v,,(r), t E R, n = 1, 2 ,..., (2.3) 
where B,, E C f, q,, E C”, and g: R” --f Rd are a continuous function. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose u,? E C”, (n = 1, 2,...) are solutions of (2.3). Zf there 
exist limits 
lim B, = B, lim v,~ = ul, lim u,, = U ,1 II II 
(in Cf or C: topology, respectively), then the limiting function U is a solution 
of (2.2). 
The proof of the lemma is immediate, since from Eqs. (2.3) it follows that 
the sequence of derivatives {u;} is convergent. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since A and 5 are uniformly continuous, the hull 
H,(A, [) is, by Remark 1.1, a compact subset of C$ x C”, . Let u be the uni- 
que bounded solution of (2.1). It is evident that u’ is bounded, too. Con- 
sequently, u is uniformly continuous and H,(u) is compact in Cd*. Now we 
define three mappings, g, p and 5, which allow the representation of u as a 
trace of {S,(a)}. 
The mapping cr: H,(A, <) -+ C”, assigns to every (B, ‘1) E H,(A, 5) the 
unique solution of (2.2). First we prove that the range of G is contained in 
H,(u). (In fact it is even equal to H,(u).) Let (B, ~)EH,*(A, 0 be fixed 
and let (A,“, <J be a sequence converging to (B, ‘I) in C$ x C; topology. 
From Eq. (2.1) it follows that 
WI”, 5J = U,“. (2.4) 
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Further, since {u!,} are equiuniformly continuous, there is a subsequence 
of {Us.} converging to some U E H,(u). From (2.4) and Lemma 2.1 it 
follows that 17 is a bounded solution of (2.2). Thus we have U = a(& q) and 
ti~H,(u), which proves the inclusion a(H,(A, {))c H,(u). Now, since 
H,(u) is compact, in order to prove that G is continuous it is sufficient to 
show that the graph of 0 is closed. This, however, is a simple consequence 
of Lemma 2.1. 
The mapping p: C”, --t Rd is defined by setting p(u) = u(O) for v E C’:. It is 
evidently continuous. 
Now in order to define $ recall that A and t are traces. Thus we have 
A(i) = @(s,(a)) and t(t) = &S,(R)) for some continuous @: X -+ R” and 
cp: X--f R”. We define $1 X -+ Cf x C”, by formula 
$(x)(t) = (@(S,(x)), cp(S,(x))), x E x, t E R. 
The continuity of I$ follows from Proposition 1.2. Now we set 
n(x)= (P”d)(X)~ x E x, ) (2.5) 
where X, = @‘(H,(A, <)). The function rt is evidently continuous and X, 
is a closed subset of X. Since X is a compact Hausdorff space, x may be 
extended to whole X. For x = s,(a), r E R, we have 
which shows that u is a trace of {s,(Z)}. 
In the general case, for arbitrary continuous g, the admissibility con- 
dition for (A, 4) is difficult to verify. For a linear system 
u’= A(t) u+l(t), tER, (2.6) 
this problem is much simpler, of course. Assume, for example, that the 
matrix A possesses an exponential dichotomy. This condition means that 
there exist positive constants c, CI and a projection P: Rd+ Rd such that the 
fundamental matrix U of the equation U’ = A(t) u satisfies U(0) = I and 
Iv(t) PU-‘($)I <ceC”(‘-“‘, t 3 8, 
IU(t)(Z-- P) W’(s)1 < ce-“+‘), 
(2.7) 
t d s. 
It is well known [4] that (2.7) implies the existence of a unique bounded 
solution of (2.6) whenever < is bounded and continuous. It is also known 
[4] that if A possesses an exponential dichotomy, then every matrix 
BE H,(A) has the same property. Thus we have the following 
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COROLLARY 2.1. If AE F”, 5 E Fd and A possesses an exponential 
dichotomy, then the unique bounded solution of (2.6) belongs to F”. 
The exponential dichotomy allows one also to find an explicit formula 
for the bounded solution of (2.6) and to visualize that such a solution must 
be a trace of S,(x). To illustrate this fact assume for simplicity that P = I in 
(2.7), which means that the matrix A is uniformly asymptotically stable. In 
this case the unique bounded solution of (2.6) is given by 
u(t)= j’ U(t) U-‘(r) t(r) dr =I” U,(O) U;‘(r) r,(r) dr, (2.8) 
-2c -22 
where U(t) is the fundamental matrix of U’ = A(t) U. Now write explicitly A 
and < as traces, i.e., A(t) = @(S,(a)) and t(t) = cp(S,(~?)), and denote by 
U(t; x) (U(0; x) = I) the fundamental matrix of the equation u’ = 
@(S,(x)) u. Evidently U,(O) U,-‘(r)= U-‘(r; S,(1)) and we may rewrite 
(2.8) in the form 
u(t) = dS,(i)), 
I 
0 
n(x) = U-‘(r; x) cp(S,(x)) dr. 
- x 
3. ALMOST PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
In this section we demonstrate that the classical theorems concerning dif- 
ferential equations with periodic or almost periodic right-hand sides are, in 
some sense, special cases of Theorem 2.1. In the next section we also show 
that the same is true for equations with weakly periodic right-hand sides. 
For u E C” we denote by H(u) the closure of the set (u,: t E R} in the C” 
topology. Observe that if u is almost periodic, then H(u) = H,(u) and H(u) 
is a compact subset of C”. Now assume that an almost periodic function 
B c C” is given. Write X= H(d) and define a dynamical system (S,} on X 
by setting 
S,(x) = x,, x~ff(d)=X, tE:R. (3.1) 
The following proposition is a simple consequence of the standard 
definition of an almost periodic function. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. AN elements of Fm(tY) are almost periodic functions. 
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Proof Let WEAL, w(t)= rp(S,(tY)), be fixed. Define a mapping ; 
from R into C” by y(t) = 6,. This mapping is evidently continuous and 
almost periodic. Namely, it has the same s-periods as d. Thus, since cp is 
continuous, the composed mapping w = 40 0 y is almost periodic, too ([ 11). 
Now consider Eq. (2.1) with given almost periodic coefficients A and <. 
In this case we have H(A, 0 = H,(A, i;) and the admissibility of (A, <) has 
the same meaning as in the classical theory of differential equations with 
almost periodic right-hand sides. The standard result of this theory follows 
immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.1: If (A, {) is admissible, 
then the unique bounded solution of (2.1) is almost periodic. In fact setting 
d = (A, 5) and defining {S,} by (3.1) we have obviously (A(t), c(r)) = 
p(S,(B)), where p(u) = u(0). Thus (A, <) E Y’* x Y’ and by Theorem 2.1 the 
unique bounded solution of (2.1) is a trace of {S,(8)}. According to 
Proposition 3.1 this solution is the almost periodic function. 
In the special case when A and 5 are periodic with the same period w we 
have 
and (A, 5) is admissible if the original equation (2.1) has a unique bounded 
solution. It is also evident that for periodic d all the traces of the trajectory 
{SJC)} are periodic. Thus for periodic (A, 4) the uniqueness of a bounded 
solution of (2.1) implies by Theorem 2.1 that this solution is periodic. 
4. WEAKLY ALMOST PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
Following Eberlein [S], a function UE C” is called weakly almost 
periodic if the set {u,: t E R} of its translations is relatively compact in the 
weak topology of C”. We write wap as the abbreviation for weakly almost 
periodic and we denote by (WAP)“’ the subset of all wap functions of C”. 
By C; we denote the space C” with the weak topology. It is known [S] 
that (WAP)m is a closed subalgebra of C;. It is also evident that 
V,E (WAP)m for every VE (WAP)* and ZE R. 
For a bounded continuous u: R --t R” we denote by H,,(u) the closure of 
the set (v,: t E R} in the C; space. If v is a wap function, then H,,(u) is 
evidently compact. Now assume that a wap function 6 E CT is given. Write 
X= H,(d) and define a dynamical system {S,} on X by formula (3.1). 
Using the Grothendieck characterisation of compact sets in C; ([S]), we 
may prove the following 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The elements of Y”‘(C) are wap functions. 
Proof: Let u E Y”(d), u(t) = cp(S,(b)), be given. We will verify that the 
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set {u,: t E R} is relatively compact in Cr. Assume that for some sequences 
{ t,) and { rk} there exist limits 
a = lim lim u,~(Y~), b = lim lim u,~( Ye). (4.1) 
n PI k 
Since fi is a wap function, there exist subsequences (t:,} and (ri} such that 
{cl;} converges to a wap function y and (17~;) converges to a wap function 
z. Observe that for every fixed t the transformation 
C;3v+v,EC; 
is continuous. Thus in C; topology 
lim 6,; + ?; = y,~, k = 1, 2,..., 
,1 
and 
n = 1) 2,... 
Again using the fact that y and z are wap functions we may choose sub- 
sequences it,‘:} and { ri} such that there exist limits 
lim yr; = j and lim z,;; = 5 
II 
in Cc topology. In particular for every fixed t E R we have 
j(t) = lim lim 6,;; + rl: 
k n 
(t) = lim lim fi,(t,t + I:) 
II 
and 
Z(t) = lim lim v 
II k 
,~+~;(t) =lim lim zY,(ti + Y%). 
n k 
Since d, is a wap function the set {I?,+,: s E R} is relatively compact in CT. 
Thus by the Grothendieck criterion of compactness j(t) = Z(t). Now since 
cp: X -+ Rd (Xc C;) is a continuous function we have from (4.1) 
a = lim lim cp(tY,;+,;) =lim cp(y,;) = q(j), 
k n k 
b = lim lim cp(v”,, + i
n k 
) = lim cp(z,;;) = q(Z). 
The equality j = 5 implies a = b, which again by the Grothendieck con- 
dition proves that the set {u,: t E R} is relatively compact in C;. 
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Now we may apply our results to Eq. (2.1) with wap coefficients A and r. 
In this case the set {(A,, r,): te R} is relatively compact in the spaces 
Cf+d and C$+d simultaneously. Consequently HJA, 5) = H,(A, 5) and 
the admissibility of (A, 5) means that Eq. (2.2) with (B, u]) E HJA, 5) has 
exactly one bounded solution. Using this we may derive from Theorem 2.1 
and Proposition 4.1 the following result (cfr. [8]): If A and [ in Eq. (2.1) 
are wap functions and if the pair (A, 5) is admissible, then the unique 
bounded solution of (2.1) is also a wap function. In fact, setting as in the 
previous case d = (A, t) and defining the dynamical system {S,} by formula 
(3.1) we may represent A and 5 as the traces of the trajectory {Sl(G)}. By 
Theorem 2.1 the bounded solution of (2.1) is a trace of (S,(G) 1 and by 
Proposition 4.1 it is a wap function. 
5. PSEUDORANDOM SOLUTIONS 
In this section we shall consider Eq. (2.1) with coeflicients A, < which are 
pseudorandom functions in the sense of Bass [2, 31. A simple way for 
generating such functions is to define them as traces of trajectories of a 
dynamical system with some “good” ergodic properties. In this case we 
may prove that the solutions of (2.1) are also pseudorandom functions. The 
proofs are based on ergodic properties of the system (S,}. In some places 
we follow the ideas due to toskot [7]. 
Let v E R". We consider v as a column vector and we denote by v* the 
corresponding row vector. For a functionfe C” we set 
(5.1) f(t) 4 
T 
rnJ)=M(/,I.*)=!1N1~~sT f(t+s)f*(t)& SER (5.2) 
T 
and we call Mf and Tf(s) the mean value and the correlation function off; 
respectively. If the limits (5.1) and (5.2) exist and I’f(. ) is continuous, f is 
called a stationary function. If f is stationary, then the same property has 
f-c for arbitrary constant vector c. Thus for a stationary f we define the 
covariance matrix by setting 
Kf =r(f -Mf). (5.3) 
If f is stationary and lim, _ m Kf(s) = 0, then f is called a pseudorandom 
function. A pseudorandom function f is called nontrivial if Kf(0) # 0. From 
the Cauchy inequality it follows that this is equivalent to the fact that the 
function Kf (. ) is not identically equal to zero. 
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Now let X be a compact metric space equipped with a normalized Bore1 
measure p (p(X) = 1) and let S,: X-+ X be a measure preserving dynamical 
system. We will assume that {S,} is ergodic or mixing. If (S,} is ergodic, 
then according to the Birkhoff individual ergodic theorem for every 
cp E cm(X) 
!‘ma +TsIT cp(S,(g)) dt = lx dx) Adx) (5.4) 
for almost all 2 E X. Since Cm(X) is a separable space, the set of points 1 
such that (5.4) holds for all cp E Cm(X) is of measure one. Every such a 
point will be called typical. If {S,} is mixing, then we have also 
lim [ cp(S,(x)) q*(x) /-4dx) = j- v(x) ddx) j- ti*(x),ddx) (5.5) I - a2 ,y x X 
for every cp and II/ from Cm(X). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If {S,} is ergodic and i E X is a typical point, then all 
the elements of F”‘(3) are stationary functions. If in addition, {S,} is 
mixing, then all the functions from Fm(.Z) are pseudorandom. 
Proof: Let VEY~, v(t) = cp(S,(i)) be fixed. We have by the Birkhoff 
theorem 
cp(S,(z)) dt = s, 4x1 .ddx) (5.7) 
and 
TV(r)= lim ‘1’ 
r-n:2T -T dSr(Sr(-f))) cp*(S@)) dt 
= .r d&(x)) cp*(x) Adx). X 
(5.8) 
Since the function (r, x) + cp(S,(x)) q*(x) is continuous, the last integral 
depends continuously on r. Thus v is stationary. If {S,] is mixing, then by 
condition (5.5) we obtain 
,liz W-) = Jx cpb) ddx) Jx v*(x) ddx) = (Mo)(Mv)*. 
From this and the equality 
Ku(r) = I%(r) - (Mv)(Mv)* 
it follows that lim,, a, Ku(r) = 0. 
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Now we may return to Eq. (2.1). Assume that A and 5 are traces of a tra- 
jectory {S,(Z)] and that the pair (A, 5) is admissible. From Theorem 2.1 
and Proposition 5.1 we obtain immediately the following 
COROLLARY 5.1. If’ the dynamical system {S,} is ergodic and -f is u 
typical point, then the unique bounded solution of (2.1) is stationary. Jf in 
addition (S,} is mixing, then this solution is pseudorandom. 
We close this section by considering a special example in which it is easy 
to observe that the pseudorandom solution is in fact a nontrivial random 
function. Thus we consider an equation 
24’ = Au + ((t), t E R, (5.9) 
where A is a constant matrix such that all the eigenvalues have the real 
parts different from zero. In this case A admits an exponential dichotomy. 
We assume as before that 5 is a trace of a trajectory {S,(1)) of a mixing 
dynamical system and that 2 is a typical point. We also assume that the 
random function < is nontrivial. The last assumption may be easily inter- 
preted by the use of formula (5.8). We have, namely, 
= j” x dx) q*(x) Adx) - ?‘, dx) Adx) s, v*(x) Adx). 
Thus K&O) # 0 if cp is not a constant (a.e.) function. 
Now denote by u the unique bounded solution of (5.9) and set 
w= u-Mu, u] = 5 -Mt. From Eq. (5.9) it follows that u’ is a stationary 
function and since it is the derivative of a bounded function 
Mu’ = M(Au) + M< = 0. 
From this it follows that w satisfies 
w’ = ‘4w + ‘I(t), t E R. 
Using the dichotomy property of A we may write w in the form 
w(t,=~+z G(s) q( t - s) ds 
-zc 
where 
G(t) = PeAI, t>o 
= (P - I) e*‘, t<o 
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and P is a projection which guarantees that \G(t)l d ce-‘I” for some 
positive constants c and CI. Thus we have 
x~/*(t-S) G*(s)dsdSdt 
G(s) Ty(r --s + S) G*(S) ds dS. 
From this formula it is easy to derive that Tw- satisfies the differential 
equation 
Since rr is nontrivial TW must be nontrivial too. 
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